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New Bill Grants DFI Authority to Examine for Prohibited Iran Accounts 
 

he federal Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, 

Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2010 

(“Federal Act”) requires the Treasury Department 

to restrict financial institutions from opening or 

maintaining correspondent or a payable-through 

accounts by a foreign financial institution that 

facilitate certain prohibited activities related to 

Iran. These activities include development of 

weapons of mass destruction, supporting terrorist 

organizations, facilitating transactions by persons 

subject to Iran-related UN sanctions, money 

laundering supporting these activities, and 

activities related to Iran’s Revolutionary Guards. 

Institutions that have such accounts must perform 

an audit and file reports with the Treasury.  

 

A new California law, AB 978, requires the 

Department of Financial Institutions
1
 to examine 

its licensees for compliance with the Federal Act 

and related presidential executive orders. The bill 

creates new authority for the DFI to bring an 

action in state court for a violation and to forward 

evidence of a violation to the U.S. Treasury 

Department. This legislative action follows a 

2010 bill, AB 1650, that prohibits companies with 

certain investments in Iran from gaining 

government contracts.
2
   

 

If Iran is removed from the U.S. State 

Department’s list of countries that support 

                                                           
1
 The former Department of Financial Institutions 

is now the Division of Financial Institutions 

within the Department of Business Oversight. 
2
 See CBA Regulatory Compliance Bulletin, New 

State Restrictions Against Iran Investing and 

Lending dated October 18, 2010.  

terrorism and is certified by the U.S. to have 

ceased developing nuclear weapons, then this law 

becomes inoperative.  

 

Definitions used in the bill erroneously refer to 31 

U.S.C. 5381A. The correction citation should be 

5318A (e). AB 978 becomes effective on January 

1, 2014. Alex Alanis was CBA’s lead lobbyist.  

 
The information contained in this CBA Legal Notes is not intended to 

constitute, and should not be received as, legal advice.  Please consult 

with your counsel for more detailed information applicable to your 

institution. 
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